China Resources Building

Facts

Official Name: China Resources Building
Other Names: China Resources Center
Structure Type: Building
Status: Completed
Country: China
City: Hong Kong
Street Address & Map: 26 Harbour Road, Wanchai
Building Function: Office
Structural Material: Concrete
Energy Label: LEED Gold BD+C: Core and Shell
Construction Start: 1980
Completion: 1983
Retrofit Start: 2009
Retrofit End: 2013

Original Companies Involved

Owner: China Resources (Holdings) Company Limited
• Current
Developer: China Resources (Holdings) Company Limited
• China Resources (Holdings) Company Limited
Architect: • Design
• Ronald Lu & Partners; WMKY Limited
Structural Engineer: • Design
• Siu Yin-Wai & Associates
MEP Engineer: • Design
Main Contractor: Talent Mechanical and Electrical Engineers Ltd
Other Consultant:
• Façade: Alpha Consulting Ltd
• Interiors: CL3 Architects Ltd
• Landscape: Urbis Pty Ltd
• LEED: Arup
• Lighting: Illumination Physics; Spectrum Design and Associates (Asia)
• Quantity Surveyor: Langdon & Seah
• Sustainability: Arup
Material Supplier:
• Elevator: Otis Elevator Company
• Steel: Strong Progress Limited

Retrofit Companies Involved

Other Consultant:
• Façade: Permasteelisa Group

Research Papers

Climate Change in Hong Kong: Mitigation Through Sustainable Retrofitting

CTBUH Initiatives

CITAB-CTBUH Name 2016 China Tall Building Award Recipients
25 Feb 2016 – CTBUH News
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